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a b s t r a c t
Uniformly-sized preparations with average microbubble (MB) diameters from 1 to 7 lm were produced
reliably by sonicating decaﬂuorobutane-saturated solutions of serum albumin and dextrose. Detailed
protocols for producing and size-separating the MBs are presented, along with the effects that changing
each production parameter (serum albumin concentration, sonication power, sonication time, etc.) had
on MB size distribution and acoustic stability. These protocols can be used to produce MBs for experimental applications or serve as templates for developing new protocols that yield MBs with physical and
acoustic properties better suited to speciﬁc applications. Size stability and ultrasonic performance quality
control tests were developed to assure that successive MB preparations perform identically and to distinguish the physical and acoustic properties of identically sized MBs produced with different serum albumin–dextrose formulations and sonication parameters. MBs can be stored at 5 °C for protracted periods
(2 weeks to one year depending on formulation).
Ó 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Medically relevant microbubbles (MBs) are stabilized gaseous
cavities with diameters in the range of 0.1–10 lm. Stabilization is
achieved by encapsulating gas within shells comprised protein
[1,2], protein plus sugar [3,4], lipids [5–7], polymers [8,9], or combinations of these materials. Stability is enhanced by producing
MBs using heavier than air gasses [10], with ﬂuorocarbon gasses
such as octaﬂuoropentane and n-decaﬂuorobutane amongst those
used most commonly. The primary medical use for MBs (only
approved medical use in many countries) is as contrast agents for
ultrasonic imaging. Commercial MB preparations are available for
this purpose, including: Optison (serum albumin and dextrose),
Deﬁnity (lipid), Sonovue (lipid), and Levovist (sugar); among others.
Additional medical applications for MBs are being investigated,
many of which utilize their ability to interact with ultrasound to
cavitate and/or produce microstreaming. These include introducing drugs, nucleic acids, nanoparticles, etc. transdermally or
transvascularly (sonophoresis: [11–13]) or directly into cells
(sonoporation: [14–17]), and destruction of clots, thrombi and
other vascular occlusions (sonothrombolysis: [18–22]). Using

Abbreviations: BSA, bovine serum albumin; CW, continuous wave; HSA, human
serum albumin; MBs, microbubbles; PBS, phosphate buffered saline; QC, quality
control; SA, serum albumin; STT, size transition time point.
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 501 526 5897 (ofﬁce), +1 501 526 6147 (lab).
E-mail address: mjborrelli@uams.edu (M.J. Borrelli).
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MBs to potentiate ultrasonic breaching of the blood–brain barrier
[23–25] is a sonophoresis variation of special interest because
delivering effective doses of drugs and other therapeutics into
brain parenchyma is difﬁcult. MBs are also being investigated as
a means of potentiating ultrasonic tissue ablation [26–28]. Of
course, consideration is also being given to safety issues and potential adverse sequelae that may ensue from MB–ultrasound interactions [29–32].
In order to facilitate the investigation and development of medical applications for MBs it is essential to better understand the
MB–ultrasound interactions that make them possible. The literature is rife with theoretical [33–39] and experimental studies
[40–48] concerning interactions of naturally occurring or manmade MBs with ultrasound. A small selection of these many articles is referenced to illustrate the range of MB–ultrasound topics
that have been investigated. Recent review articles on MB–ultrasound interactions [49–53] and MB applications for cardiology
[54–56], delivery of drugs, genes, and other therapeutics [57–62],
focused ultrasound [63–65], molecular imaging [66–69], application safety [70–72], and sonothrombolysis [73–76] should be consulted for more comprehensive information on these subjects and
for direction to research articles of speciﬁc interest.
Most investigators utilize commercially available MBs to investigate MB–ultrasound interactions and to study and develop noncontrast medical applications for MBs. Reasons for doing so include
availability, ease of use, lot to lot consistency, or a desire to use
MBs that are already approved for a clinical use. The latter will
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presumably facilitate translation of alternative MB–ultrasound
procedures into the clinic. However, commercial MBs were developed and are quality tested as ultrasonic imaging contrast agents
and may not perform satisfactorily for other MB–ultrasound applications. Consequently, studies of MB–ultrasound interaction mechanisms will be limited to adjusting ultrasound parameters because
the commercial MB properties are virtually immutable. Hence, the
ability to produce MBs and modify their physical and acoustic
properties represents a marked advantage for pursuing MB–ultrasound mechanistic studies. There is also an economic advantage
because most studies will require large quantities of MBs and commercial MBs are costly.
Some investigators do produce MBs for their studies, e.g. Keller
et al. [1], Porter et al. [18], Chen et al. [77], Weller et al. [78], Borden
et al. [6], and Cavalieri et al. [9]. Several reports even discuss making MB preparations with narrower size distributions using differential centrifugation for size separation [79] or producing only MBs
of a speciﬁc size via an extrusion process [80]. However, these
studies involved making small volume and relatively low concentration MB preparations. Most reports from groups that produce
MBs focus on the experimental results obtained using the MBs
rather than on production methodology. Even fewer discuss how
to modify production parameters or post production handling to
adjust and characterize MB physical and acoustic properties and
performance. Thus, it is difﬁcult for other investigators to use these
reports as guides for producing and adjusting MBs for their own
MB–ultrasound studies.
Producing MBs also provides the potential to modify their properties to achieve optimal performance for: ultrasonic contrast,
sonophoresis, sonoporation, sonothrombolysis, and other biomedical MB–ultrasound applications. Once MB and MB–ultrasound
applications are translated to the clinic both MBs and ultrasound
might someday be ﬁne tuned further to diagnose or treat a speciﬁc
disease or class of patients.
This report presents detailed protocols for producing uniformly
sized, n-decaﬂuorobutane-ﬁlled, MBs with shells formed from serum albumin and dextrose. Methodologies to: rapidly determine
MB concentration and size distribution, quality control test MBs
for physical parameters and acoustic response to ensure lot to lot
consistency, and store MBs to conserve their size and acoustic performance for at least 2 weeks are included.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Serum albumin and dextrose solutions
MBs were produced using bovine or human serum albumin
(SA). Stock solutions were prepared by adding lyophilized BSA
(bovine serum albumin; catalog #A7906, Sigma–Aldrich Co., St.

Louis, MO) to 18 MX water such that the ﬁnal BSA concentration
was 5%, 10%, 15%, or 20% (w/V).
Human serum albumin (HSA) was purchased as a sterile 50%
solution (Plasbumin-25, Talecris Biotherapeutics, Inc., Research
Triangle Park, NC), which was diluted with sterile 18 MX water
to make stock solutions containing 5%, 10%, 15%, or 20% HSA (w/V).
Dextrose was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich Co. (G7528) to
prepare stock solutions of 5%, 10%, 15%, or 20% dextrose (w/V) that
were phosphate buffered (8.2 mM Na2HPO4 and 1.5 mM KH2PO4)
at pH 7.4.
Sodium azide (0.1% w/V) was added to non-sterile SA and dextrose stock solutions to inhibit microbial growth.
2.2. Perﬂuorocarbon gas
MBs were produced using n-decaﬂuorobutane gas (perﬂuorobutane) (catalog #APF-N2HP: FluoroMed, LP, Round Rock, TX).
2.3. Sonicator
MBs were produced by mixing the SA and dextrose solutions
(Table 1), saturating the mixture with perﬂuorocarbon gas, and
then sonication with a 20 kHz Fisher 500 sonic dismembrator
(ThermoFisher Scientiﬁc, Waltham, MA) using a 1.9 cm diameter
sonic horn.
2.3.1. Sonicator calibration
Experience demonstrated that identical settings of power input
to the sonic horn could produce signiﬁcantly different ultrasonic
power output from different Fisher 500 sonicators. This caused difﬁculty in reproducing results with other Fisher 500 sonicators.
Hence, a simple calorimetric test was devised to calibrate other
Fisher 500 sonicators to match the power output of the one used
to establish the MB protocols in Table 1. This test should also be
applicable to other makes of 20 kHz sonicators because the measured endpoint of temperature rise due to ultrasonic energy
absorption is directly proportional to the ultrasonic power delivered to the absorbing medium and should be independent of
instrumentation.
Several 35 mL capacity polystyrene blood cell counting vials
(item #A35473: Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA) are ﬁlled with
17.76 g (16 mL) of Dow Fluid 710 (silicone oil), capped, and placed
in a 25 °C water bath for at least 5 min. The 1.9 cm diameter (3/
4 in. diameter) sonic horn is inserted into the vial so that its tip
is 4 cm from the bottom (position pre-marked on vial) and then
activated at a speciﬁed power setting (50–500 W) for 5 s. Immediately following sonication the vial is capped, the oil is mixed by
gentle inversion (2–3 times) and then the oil temperature is measured by inserting the tip of a 0.35 mm diameter thermocouple

Table 1
Microbubble production protocols.
MB diameter (lm)

Serum albumin solution

Dextrose solution

Sonication step 1

Sonication step 2

1.0

A
B
C

4 mL 5%
4 mL 5%
4 mL 5%

12 mL 5%
12 mL 5%
12 mL 15%

450 W 70–80 s
150 W 20–30 s
450 W 60–80 s

None
400–450 W 70 s
None

2.0

A
B

4 mL 5%
4 mL 15%

12 mL 5%
12 mL 15%

175 W 30 s
250 W 25 s

350 W 40 s
350 W 40 s

3.0

A
B
C

5.3 mL 5%
5.3 mL 15%
5.3 mL 15%

10.7 mL 15%
10.7 mL 15%
10.7 mL 15%

250 W 30 s
250 W 30 s
250 W 40 s

450 W 20 s
450 W 20 s
450 W 30 s

4.0

A
B

4 mL 5%
5.3 mL 15%

12 mL 5%
10.7 mL 15%

250 W 30 s
300 W 30 s

350 W 40 s
250 W 40 s

5–6

A
B

4 mL 5%
5.3 mL 15%

12 mL 5%
10.7 mL 15%

250 W 35 s
300 W 25 s

250 W 45 s
200 W 30 s
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into the oil 9.0 mm below its surface (position pre-marked). This
process is repeated three times for each power setting. At least four
different power settings are used to establish a calibration curve of
achieved temperature (representing power output) versus power
setting. The power setting on the sonicator to be used is then adjusted to match the power output of the sonicator used to establish
the Table 1 protocols for each sonication step.
2.4. MB production protocols
Table 1 lists production parameters for MB protocols that yield
high numbers of microbubbles with a desired diameter MB, in the
range of 1–7 lm. Some protocols require one sonication step, others two. Every Table 1 protocol was developed using BSA. The Talecris Biotherapeutics HSA was selected because it performed
identically to BSA in all Table 1 protocols. MBs made with HSA
are well tolerated in most domestic animals, e.g. mice, rats, and
rabbits [81]. Pigs are a noted exception, and their response to
HSA must be controlled medically [82]. MBs made with HSA will
also be required for any studies performed using human subjects.
MBs for use in longitudinal animal studies must be prepared
using sterile-ﬁltered solutions. The sonic horn, all tubes, vials,
syringes, etc. must also be sterile.
2.4.1. Mixing SA–dextrose solutions and aeration with
decaﬂuorobutane
SA and dextrose solutions are added to a 50 mL, polypropylene,
plug seal cap centrifuge tube (Corning #430290). The tube is
purged and ﬁlled with n-decaﬂuorobutane gas for 4–6 s, capped
tightly, and mixed full speed on a Vortex mixer for at least
1 min. Foaming during mixing should be minimized, and the gasmixed solution should appear opalescent. If not, more decaﬂuorobutane is added and vortexing is continued for another 30 s.
2.4.2. Sonication with the sonic dismembrator
2.4.2.1. One sonication step protocols. Immediately after vortexing
the SA–dextrose solution is transferred to a 40 mL ultracentrifuge
tube (thin wall) that is purged with decaﬂuorobutane gas. The sonic
horn is inserted so that its tip either just touches the surface of the liquid or is 1–2 mm above it, and the sonication step is performed
using the speciﬁed power setting and duration (Table 1). If necessary,
the sonic horn should be moved upwards slowly to prevent overﬂowing the vessel as the solution’s volume increases as MBs form.
2.4.2.2. Two sonication step protocols.
(i) Step one
The vortexed SA–dextrose solution is transferred to a 35 mL
polystyrene cell counting vial (Beckman Coulter: item #A35473),
the sonic horn tip is immersed midway into the solution and sonication is initiated at the prescribed power setting. If the solution
becomes too turbulent and air begins to mix into it, the sonic horn
must be lowered deeper into the solution until air mixing ceases.
Mixing air into the SA–dextrose solution must be avoided because
this yields unstable MBs.
The solution becomes hot during sonication and the vial must be
held near its top (insulating glove optional) or with a holder. During,
or shortly after the ﬁrst sonication, the solution becomes opalescent
to milky, depending upon the sonication power. This is due to light
scattering by MBs and larger bubbles that have formed.
(i) Step two
Transfer the solution to a 40 mL ultracentrifuge tube, purge it
with decaﬂuorobutane gas, and proceed as described for the single
step sonication process.

2.5. MB size separation
MB preparations must be size-fractionated, even if to just remove foam and very large MBs (P10 lm diameter) that are also
produced. Following the ﬁnal sonication, the MB preparation tube
is placed upright in a rack and 10 mL of room temperature, pH 7.4
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) are added. The tube is sealed with
parafﬁn ﬁlm, inverted gently several times to mix foam and PBS,
and then returned to the rack until the foam rises and separates
from the underlying liquid fraction.
A 20 mL plastic, Luer-lock syringe ﬁtted with a blunted 1–1/2 in.
long 18 g needle is inserted carefully until the needle tip touches
the bottom of the tube. The lower liquid fraction (MB suspension)
is drawn slowly into the syringe without taking up any foam, and a
small sample is examined microscopically to estimate MB size distribution. Air bubbles are removed by orienting the syringe vertically, plunger end down, tapping it against a solid surface to free
bubbles adhering to the syringe walls, and then expelling bubbles
by depressing the plunger. An aspirator is used to remove large
bubbles and residual foam as they emerge from the syringe tip.
The syringe tip is sealed with a Luer-lock syringe cap pre-ﬁlled
with PBS so that air bubbles are not introduced during capping.
Foam remaining in the 40 mL tube is re-extracted with 5–10 mL
of PBS and the liquid MB suspension is examined to see if it contains MBs worth harvesting via size separation.
2.5.1. 1 lm diameter MB preparations
Capped syringes containing 1 lm MBs made with single sonication protocols are stored plunger-up in racks, at 5 °C. Larger MBs
dissipate or rise to the plunger within 1–6 h to form a distinctly
white band. The lower, milky, fraction containing the 1 lm MBs
is collected. Both MB fractions must be examined to determine if
size-separation was successful (90% or more 1 lm MBs in lower
fraction) or if further fractionation is required.
When 1 lm MBs are made using two sonication steps 20% or
more of the MBs in the initial extraction are larger than 1 lm
and are size-stable. Consequently, size separation must be performed using the scheme described for larger diameter MB preparations (see below).
2.5.2. 2 lm and larger diameter MB preparations
Syringes containing MBs are placed horizontally on a level surface and larger MBs rise quickly to form a distinctly white band

Fig. 1. Size separation of 3 lm diameter microbubbles. (A) The white band visible
along the upper surface of the horizontal syringe is formed by 3 lm diameter MBs
that separated from the smaller diameter MBs (lower, grayer fraction) due to
differential buoyancy during an early step in size separation. (B) The syringe to the
left shows the different sized MB fractions at a later stage in size separation. The
tight, white band directly adjacent to the black plunger tip is comprised 3 lm
diameter MBs. Below this is a fraction consisting of mostly 2 lm MBs along with
some 1 lm and some 3 lm MBs, while the lowest fraction contains 1 lm diameter
MBs. The syringe to the right shows the 3 lm diameter MBs after the ﬁnal size
separation step. Note that the liquid under the white band of 3 lm MBs is clear. This
clear liquid is expelled and the concentrated MBs are stored in the capped, upright
syringe at 5.0 °C.
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(Fig. 1A). Once this band remains unchanged for a 7–10 min time
span the syringe is raised to a 45° from the vertical (plunger up)
until the white band rises to the rubber plunger (tapping syringe
aids process). The syringe is then set vertically and the upper fraction spreads out across the plunger head (Fig. 1B).
The lower, grayer appearing fraction (Fig. 1B) is expelled gently
from the syringe into two separate sub-fractions of essentially
equal volume and the upper fraction (whiter band) is re-extracted
with 5–10 mL of PBS. Samples of all three fractions are examined
microscopically to determine MB size distribution.
Further buoyancy separation and fractionation is generally required to yield ﬁnal preparations wherein 90% or more of the
MBs have diameters that are within 10–20% of a desired mean
diameter, e.g. 3 lm.
2.5.3. Documenting MB size separation fractions
Size-separation is a simple but involved process that produces
numerous fractions from each preparation. Documenting fractionation history is essential for working out and reﬁning protocols and
for making ﬁnal MB preparations with reproducible size distributions. No particular documentation strategy is recommended, but
consistency is recommended.
2.6. Microscope observation and diameter measurement
MBs can be observed and photographed quickly using an inverted microscope by placing a drop of MB suspension onto a glass
slide and allowing the MBs to rise to the liquid surface. Phase contrast optics produce the best images. Most MBs cannot be observed
like this for long because they begin to degas and shrink at the air–
liquid interface. Protracted observations require covering the MB
suspension with a glass coverslip, using two narrow strips of glass
(2 mm  8 mm; cut from a glass coverslip) as spacers to prevent
the coverslip from distorting the MBs. A standard, upright microscope can be used for observing the covered MBs.
2.6.1. Measuring MB diameter
Good visual estimates of MB diameter can be made by comparing microscopic images to those of latex or polystyrene microsphere size standards (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA;
Bangs Laboratories Inc., Fishers, IN, etc.). More precise diameter
measurements are made using an eyepiece micrometer calibrated
with a photo etched calibration slide or using calibrated image
analysis software, e.g. Image J (NIH).
2.6.2. Measuring MB size stability
The length of time that MBs remain at an air–liquid interface
before exhibiting signiﬁcant shrinkage, and the average diameter
that MBs shrink to after 15 min at an air–liquid interface, are characteristics of most MB protocols. The exceptions are MBs of 1 lm
or smaller because they are very size-stable and exhibit no detectable shrinkage for many hours.
A 75–100 ll aliquot of MBs is placed onto a glass slide and
spread out to form a ﬂatter ﬁlm rather than a rounded droplet.
MBs rise to the air–liquid interface within 0.2–0.6 min after which
they can be imaged clearly. Phase contrast microscopy is optimal
but not essential. The time required for at least 25% of the MBs
to exhibit a 25–30% diameter reduction is recorded as the size transition time point (STT). After 15 min at the air–liquid interface the
average size of the MBs is determined. This can be done quantitatively with image analysis software, but visual estimates are faster
and remarkably accurate. It is sometimes necessary to add PBS to
prevent sample drying. A 20% or greater change in the STT and/
or a 30% or greater change in the 15 min shrinkage diameter indicates that MBs are markedly different than those from earlier preparations and that corrective protocol adjustments are required.

2.7. Measuring MB concentration
MB concentration can be measured using a cell counter [81],
hemocytometer or spectrophotometrically. Initial experiments
with a Coulter Counter Z1 or Z2 (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Brea, CA)
showed reduced counting accuracy for MBs smaller than 2 lm in
diameter, especially with a 100 lm diameter counting oriﬁce.
Hemocytometer counts were accurate (hemocytometer inverted
so MBs rise to grid) but slow. Consequently, a spectrophotometric
method was developed to measure MB concentration accurately
and readily (similar to measuring bacterial growth rates). MB suspensions are diluted in PBS to an estimated 530 nm optical density
(OD530) between 0.3 and 2.4. OD530 is then measured and the MB
concentration is determined using previously established standard
curves of OD530 versus MB concentration (measured using a hemocytometer). Calibration curves were established for different diameter MBs because light scattering increases with MB diameter.
2.8. MB acoustic properties
MBs produced from each Table 1 protocol were subjected to
two tests to measure benchmark acoustic performance characteristics. These measurements were performed using two different
ultrasonic systems. One was a Mettler 730 therapeutic ultrasound
system (Mettler Electronics Corporation, Anaheim, CA) that produces continuous or pulsed ultrasound at 1 or 3 MHz. The other
used an arbitrary signal generator and 50 dB RF ampliﬁer to drive
the Mettler transducers with the driving signal adjusted to match
that of the Mettler unit.
A unique aspect of the Mettler system was that it produced a
timing pulse at 1 s intervals. The reasons for this are not intuitive
and the company would not respond when asked about the purpose for this pulse.
2.8.1. MB acoustic durability test
This assay measures the MBs’ ability to resist destruction during
exposure to continuous wave (CW) ultrasound. A MB preparation
is diluted in PBS to a concentration dependent upon MB diameter
(Table 2) and 600 ll of the suspension is placed into a 32 mm long,
cylindrical, clear, Mylar chamber (5.7 mm outer diameter and
5.22 mm inner diameter). One end of the chamber is sealed with
a small plastic rod and the other is closed with a silicone rubber
cap that has a 1.7 mm diameter hole through it. The hole serves
as a pressure release port so that MBs are not subjected to a disruptive positive pressure when the chamber is capped. A clamp is attached to the plastic rod to position the chamber horizontally
within a water tank (degassed water), 6.5 cm from the transducer
face, and centered within an approximate plane wave ultrasound
ﬁeld.

Table 2
Size stability and acoustic performance characteristics.
Table 1
preparation
(lm)

Size transition size

15 min steady
state diameter
(lm)

1.0

A
B

N/A
N/A

1.0
1.0

2.0

A
B

4 min 24 ± 9 s
7 min 14 ± 14 s

1.3
1.6

3.0

A
B
C

4 min 8 ± 15 s
9 min 34 ± 9 s
14 min 15 ± 17 s

2.1
2.4
2.7

4.0

A
B

2 min 38 ± 11 s
4 min 8 ± 12 s

3.0
3.4
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Table 3
Microbubble acoustic performance test results.
Table 1 preparation (lm)

Durability test
(Mettler)

Destruction threshold
1 MHz (Mettler)

Destruction threshold
1 MHz

Destruction threshold
3 MHz (Mettler)

Destruction threshold
3 MHz

1

A
B

51 ± 2% (1 MHz, 1.0 W/cm2)
65 ± 2% (1 MHz, 1.0 W/cm2)

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

2

A
B

23 ± 1.3% (1 MHz, 0.2 W/cm2)
36 ± 2% (1 MHz, 0.2 W/cm2)

0.3 W/cm2
0.4 W/cm2

0.2 W/cm2
0.3 W/cm2

0.7 W/cm2
0.8 W/cm2

0.6 W/cm2
0.6 W/cm2

3

A
B
C

36 ± 2% (1 MHz, 0.1 W/cm2)
43 ± 3% (1 MHz, 0.1 W/cm2)
52 ± 3% (1 MHz, 0.1 W/cm2)

Timing pulse
Timing pulse
0.1 W/cm2

0.1 W/cm2
0.2 W/cm2
0.2 W/cm2

0.2 W/cm2
0.4–0.5 W/cm2
0.6–0.7 W/cm2

0.2 W/cm2
0.3 W/cm2
0.4 W/cm2

4

A
B

45 ± 1.3% (1 MHz, 0.1 W/cm2)
52 ± 0.7% (1 MHz, 0.1 W/cm2)

Timing pulse
Timing pulse

0.1 W/cm2
0.1 W/cm2

0.5 W/cm2
0.6 W/cm2

0.6 W/cm2
0.6 W/cm2

The chamber is insonated with 1 MHz sinusoidal CW ultrasound (intensity depending on MB being tested: Table 3) for 20 s.
Afterwards, the percent of MBs remaining is measured. The ultrasound intensities in Table 3 are spatial average, temporal average
values.
2.8.2. MB destruction threshold assay
This assay determines the pulsed ultrasound intensity required
to completely lyse a MB stream after traversing 5 mm. MBs are
suspended in PBS at a concentration of 1.1  108 MBs/mL and
pumped through a 3 mm diameter oriﬁce at 0.5 mL/min into a vertical, acoustically transparent Mylar tube (5.2 mm ID, 0.2 mm thick
wall) pre-ﬁlled with PBS. Sonication is performed in a tank ﬁlled
with degassed water at room temperature. Sinusoidal, pulsed
ultrasound (1 or 3 MHz) is delivered using a pulse duration of
2 ms and a pulse repeat frequency of 100 Hz (20% duty factor).
The temporal average, spatial average intensity is increased until
the MB stream remains visible to the human eye as it travels across
a distance of 5 mm, but then becomes undetectable (by eye) immediately thereafter. An acoustic absorber is used to shield the MBs
prior to entering the Mylar tube to prevent premature lysis.
2.9. MB storage

3. Results and discussion
Table 1 protocols consistently produced preparations enriched
with the desired diameter MBs that were then isolated successfully
by size fractionation. More than 97% of the preparations met the
quality control test benchmarks for MB size stability and acoustic
properties characteristic of each protocol in Table 1. Those that
did not were discarded.
Experiences with selected MB protocols are presented to illustrate how changing each production parameter affects MB size,
size stability, and/or acoustic performance. This information will
enable investigators to use Table 1 protocols as templates to develop new protocols to achieve desired changes in MB size and/or performance or to correct for variations in MB characteristics and
performance caused by changing SA or decaﬂuorobutane lots, etc.

3.1. Sonicator power performance
Power test results for the Fisher 500 sonicator used to establish
Table 1 protocols are presented in Fig. 2. If power test results for
another sonicator differ signiﬁcantly from that of Fig. 2 then its
power settings must be adjusted to deliver the same power output
(temperature increase) as the sonicator used to produce Fig. 2 for
each sonication step in Table 1. Otherwise, MBs produced using

Following size-separation MBs are permitted to rise within a
capped syringe (room temperature or 5 °C) to form a tight concentrated band against the plunger (Fig. 1B). With the syringe vertical
(tip down) the plunger is depressed to move the MB band towards
the syringe tip expelling almost all underlying PBS. The syringe is
capped and stored vertically at 5 °C.
MBs larger than 1 lm rise quickly (0.5–4 h). The 1 lm diameter
MBs require 9–16 h to rise, but centrifugation can hasten the process (see below).
Nonsterile MB preparations have been stored at 5 °C for more
than 6 months without bacterial contamination. Concentrated sodium azide (1–5% in PBS) can be added to a MB suspension for a
ﬁnal azide concentration of 0.05–0.1% prior to concentrating the
MBs to insure against microbial infection.
2.9.1. Concentrating 1 lm MBs by centrifugation
MBs are drawn up into a syringe with the upper 3/4ths of the
plunger shaft cut off, enabling the syringe to spin in a centrifuge
with a swinging bucket rotor. The plunger shaft need not be cut
for a ﬁxed-angle rotor. The syringe is spun at 800–1200 rpm
(110–250 rcf) for 12–20 min: The exact centrifugation speed and
duration need to be determined empirically. After the MBs have risen the PBS is expelled and the concentrated MBs are stored. Needle-nose pliers are used to move cut plunge shafts along the
syringe barrel.

Fig. 2. Temperature increase in silicone oil 710 induced by sonication. The 1.9 cm
diameter sonicator horn was inserted into the tube of Dow Corning Silicone ﬂuid
(oil) 710 as described in Section 2. The temperature increase induced by the 5 s
sonication treatment is plotted as a function of the sonicator’s power setting, which
indicates electrical power input to the sonic horn. The recorded temperature
increase within the silicone oil is indicative of the resultant ultrasonic power output
from the sonic horn. Each data point represents the mean value of three
measurements.
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the Table 1 protocols will have different properties than those presented herein. All Fisher 500 sonicators subjected to the power test
(four) displayed a linear temperature rise versus power setting
relationship. Hence, any power adjustment factor is simply the ratio of the slope of the power test for the sonicator being tested to
that of the power test graph in Fig. 2.
3.2. Effects of materials and environment on MB production
Using a new lot of SA or decaﬂuorobutane typically resulted in a
slight change in size distribution, size stability and/or acoustic performance for MBs produced using most Table 1 protocols. No variations were ever observed following a change in dextrose lot or
after making new dextrose stock solutions.
3.2.1. Serum albumin-related variability
Changing SA lots usually required adjusting protocol parameters slightly to achieve MB production results comparable to those
obtained using earlier SA lots. The reasons for this are unknown,
but are likely related to variations in SA production and/or lot to
lot variations in contaminants.
If MBs produced with a new SA lot are smaller, less size stable
(shorter STT), and/or acoustically less durable, one or more of the
following steps rectiﬁed the problem: (1) increasing the ﬁnal SA
concentration by 3–6% (the most commonly effective correction)
(2) increasing the ﬁrst sonication step power by 5–15%, (3)
decreasing the second sonication step power by 10–20%, or (4)
increasing the duration of the ﬁrst or second sonication step by
5–15%. The magnitude of each adjustment was determined empirically. Once production of acceptable MBs was re-established the
adjusted protocols remained effective throughout subsequent use
of the new SA lot.
Converse adjustments were made when MBs were larger and/or
stronger than those made with an earlier SA lot.
3.2.2. Decaﬂuorobutane gas-related variability
Changing decaﬂuorobutane gas lots sometimes affected MB size
distribution, stability, and acoustic performance. Protocol adjustment strategies to re-achieve prior results are the same as those
discussed for new SA lots; however, smaller adjustments were required. It is recommended strongly that SA and decaﬂuorobutane
lots are never changed concomitantly!

Fig. 3. MB preparations with different mean diameters. (A) 1.0 lm average
diameter. (B) 2.0 lm average diameter. (C) 3.0 lm average diameter. (D) 4.5 lm
average diameter. (E) 6.5 lm average diameter. (F) Microbead standards and
calibration scale (distance between shortest lines is 10.0 lm).

MBs in these preparations separated out rapidly due to their greater buoyancy and then lysed shortly after production because their
shells were weak and unstable. More extensive size separation was
required to isolate 1 lm MBs from preparations made with higher
SA concentrations or with two sonication steps because larger
diameter MBs were now more size stable.

3.3. MB size separation and size stability
Fig. 3 illustrates size-separated MBs with mean diameters of
1.0 lm (Fig. 3A), 2.0 lm (Fig. 3B), 3.0 lm (Fig. 3C), 4.5 lm
(Fig. 3D), and 6.5 lm (Fig. 3E). Combining several preparations before size separation markedly reduced both MB loss and the variance from the mean MB diameter to yield preparations with
narrower size distributions.
Typical size distributions for 1 and 3 lm diameter MB preparations are presented, respectively, in Fig. 4A and B. Preparations can
be produced with smaller standard deviations if necessary. However, obtaining more homogeneous size distributions required
more size separation steps and involved greater MB loss.
3.3.1. 1 lm diameter MBs
The 1 lm diameter MBs were easiest to produce and were extremely size stable during more than one year of storage. They
could even be air dried on a glass slide, stored for up to 2 years,
and rehydrated to yield still intact and functional MBs.
Some 1 lm diameter MBs were present in all preparations, but
single sonication step protocols using lower SA concentrations
(1.0–2% ﬁnal concentration: Table 1 and 1 lm preparation A) gave
the highest yields (6–7  1010 MBs per 16 mL preparation). Larger

3.3.2. Larger diameter MBs
Preparations of larger diameter MB preparations yielded fewer
MBs (3–6  109 MBs for 3 lm diameter preparations). A general
rule of thumb was that the number of MBs produced relative to
the yield of 1 lm MBs was inversely proportional to the cube of
the MB radius.
MBs with diameters in the range of 2–3 lm were the most difﬁcult to produce, size separate, and were the least stable with regard to maintaining size during protracted storage at 5.0 °C. MBs
in the range of 4–7 lm in diameter were the easiest to size separate (fast rising) and were surprisingly stable with respect to maintaining size during protracted storage.
3.4. Size stability results
Table 2 lists the size stability test results for selected MB preparations. Values for the STT and the average MB diameter following
15 min at an air–liquid interface serve as ﬁrst indicators that a MB
preparation was comparable to earlier preparations made using
the same protocol. More importantly, a signiﬁcant deviation from
these values was a strong, early indicator that something was different with the new MB preparation.
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Fig. 6. Optical density at 530 nm vs. concentration for larger diameter microbubbles (error bars are smaller than the symbols).

Fig. 4. Size distributions for 1 lm diameter (A) and 3 lm (B) diameter microbubbles. These are typical size distributions for 1 lm diameter (A) (1.0 lm ± 0.3 lm:
9313 counts) and 3 lm (B) diameter (3.0 lm ± 0.6 lm: 1680 counts) MB preparations following size separation. Narrower size distributions are attainable, but
require additional size fractionation steps and result in a signiﬁcant reduction in MB
yield.

3.5. Measuring MB concentration by OD530
Counting MBs smaller than 2 lm in diameter was inaccurate
using a Coulter Counter model Z1 or Z2 with either a 100 or

Fig. 5. Optical density at 530 nm vs. concentration for 1 lm diameter microbubbles
made using different preparation protocols.

50 lm diameter counting oriﬁce. Hemocytometer counts were
accurate for all MB diameters that could be observed with a microscope, but this process was slow and laborious.
Measuring MB concentration spectrophotometrically was very
fast, accurate, and reproducible. The relationship between OD530
and MB concentration was linear and the same whether MBs were
counted with a cell counter or hemocytometer. Figs. 5 and 6 show
how the OD530 versus MB concentration curves varied signiﬁcantly
with MB diameter.
Acceptable concentration measurements were made using
OD530 values in the range of 0–2.4, but OD530 values lower than
2.0 resulted in greater accuracy. Consequently, highly concentrated
MB preparations were serially diluted until their OD530 reading
was lower than 2.0 and the resultant concentration value was adjusted for the dilution.
3.6. Acoustic durability and destruction threshold test results
The ultrasound durability and destruction threshold measurements for Table 1 MBs are presented in Table 3. Both of these
measurements were very reliable indicators that new MB preparations had acoustic characteristics similar to those of earlier preparations made using the same protocol. These acoustic assays
complemented the size stability assays to provide quality control
benchmarks to ensure batch to batch consistency in physical and
acoustical parameters for produced MBs. If test results for a new
MB preparation deviate substantially from the values listed in Tables 2 and 3 that preparation should be discarded.
Unfortunately, the acoustic durability assay could not be used
successfully with MBs with diameters of 5 lm or larger. These larger MBs rose rapidly to the top surface of the Mylar insonation
chamber and formed tight clusters almost immediately after the
ultrasound was turned on; possibly related to the ultrasound-induced MB coalescence described by Postema et al. [83]. This clustering led to inconsistent test results, possibly due to wide
variations in MB shielding effects and other ultrasound induced
MB–MB interactions.
The Mettler system could not be used for the destruction
threshold assay, at 1 MHz, with several MB preparations because
its inherent timing pulse was sufﬁcient to destroy the MBs before
they traveled 5 mm. The timing pulse could be used as a crude
benchmark for certain MBs. For example, if the timing pulse cannot
destroy the 0.3 lm protocol B MBs after traveling 5 mm then that
preparation is more resistant to ultrasonic lysis than it should be.
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3.7. Modifying MB size distribution and acoustic performance
Experience with manipulating production parameters to develop new MB protocols revealed general trends concerning how
changing each parameter produced desired changes in MB size distribution, size stability, and acoustic performance. Understanding
how adjusting each protocol parameter affects MB physical and
acoustical properties is the most crucial aspect of producing MBs
and developing new production protocols.
3.7.1. Modifying serum albumin and dextrose concentrations
Increasing SA concentration can: improve MB size-stability,
prolong storage time, make MBs more resistant to ultrasonic lysis,
or shift the size distribution to larger diameter MBs. Small increases in SA concentration (3–10%) improved size stability and
storage time without affecting MB size distribution and acoustic
performance. Greater increases in SA concentration shifted the
MB size distribution to larger diameters and also made the larger
diameter MBs more resistant to ultrasonic lysis. Converse changes
resulted when SA concentration was reduced.
Changing the dextrose concentration had similar effects on MB
properties. However, dextrose concentration changes of 1.5- to 2.0fold were required to produce any detectable changes in MB size,
size stability, or acoustic performance.
3.7.2. Changing power and duration in single sonication protocols
Increasing the power for single sonication protocols by 5–15%
improved MB size stability and increased the storage time for larger diameter MBs. Larger increases in sonication power further enhanced MB size stability and also increased MB resistance to
ultrasonic destruction. Increasing the sonication time also made
MBs more size-stable but tended to reduce MB size. Thus, MBs
can be made more size stable and more resistant to ultrasonic
destruction with little or no change in diameter by increasing both
the sonication power and duration. Conversely, more stable, larger
diameter MBs can be produced by increasing the sonication intensity and shortening sonication time.
3.7.3. Modifying sonication parameters for multiple sonication
protocols
Using two sonication steps was the best way we found to produce size-stable MBs larger than 1 lm. The ﬁrst sonication step
produced some bubbles and MBs, which accounted for solution’s
increase in opacity; but MBs larger than 1 lm were not size-stable
and quickly started shrinking. However, the ﬁrst sonication made it
possible to produce greater numbers of larger diameter MBs during
a second sonication. These larger MBs were size stable, could be
separated into uniformly sized fractions and stored long term.
Increasing the power and/or duration of the ﬁrst sonication
yielded a greater number of larger diameter MBs during the second
sonication and shifted the size distribution towards the larger
diameters. Resultant MBs were also more resistant to ultrasonic lysis. However, there were thresholds beyond which increasing ﬁrst
sonication power and/or duration produced fewer, smaller, and
less stable MBs. Such threshold levels had to be determined empirically for each SA–dextrose formulation.
Increasing the power of the second sonication step decreased
average MB size while increasing the duration of the second sonication step increased MB size stability. Thus, the ﬁrst sonication
step alters the SA–dextrose solution such that larger diameter, stable MBs can be produced while the second sonication determines
MB size distribution. The magnitude of size stabilization achievable by increasing the second sonication duration was signiﬁcantly
less than the effects achieved by modifying ﬁrst sonication
parameters.
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The most effective way to increase MB size stability without
altering size distribution was to increase the power and/or duration of both the ﬁrst and second sonication steps. The tendency
to increase MB size with greater power and/or duration during
the ﬁrst sonication step was offset by the tendency to decrease size
using more power for the second sonication. Extending the duration of both sonication steps contributed to better size stability,
longer storability, and greater resistance to ultrasonic destruction.
The converse adjustments are made to decrease MB size and/or
stability.
3.7.4. Production trends with 3 lm MBs
The 3 lm diameter MBs were the most difﬁcult to produce, size
separate, and make stable for protracted storage and resisting
ultrasonic lysis. Hence, more details on protocol adjustments required to produce and modify 3 lm MBs will provide better insight
into how similar procedural changes will affect MBs with other
diameters.
Table 1 shows the parameter changes required to translate protocols for making 2 lm MBs to ones that produced more 3 lm
diameter MBs. The 2 lm A protocol was modiﬁed by increasing
the dextrose solution from 5% to 15% and increasing the ﬁrst sonication power from 175 to 250 W. These two changes produced
more, larger diameter MBs that were size-stable and more resistant to ultrasonic lysis. The second sonication power increase from
350 to 450 W and the concomitant decrease in duration from 40 to
20 s shifted the MB size distribution peak from 2 to 3 lm to yield
the 3 lm A protocol in Table 1.
The 2 lm B protocol was modiﬁed into the 3 lm B protocol by
increasing the concentration of serum albumin (4.0 mL 15% albumin to 5.3 mL 15% albumin), lengthening the ﬁrst sonication by
5 s, and increasing the power of the second sonication from 350
to 450 W. The serum albumin increase was likely the most significant change for making more stable, larger diameter MBs, and was
supported by the slight increase in ﬁrst sonication duration. Initial
tests showed that modiﬁcations of the ﬁrst sonication produced a
high yield of 4 lm diameter MBs (data not shown), which is why
the second sonication power was increased from 350 to 450 W
to produce more 3 lm diameter MBs.
Increasing the duration of both the ﬁrst and second sonications
to, respectively, 40 and 30 s yielded the 3 lm C protocol from the
3 lm B protocol. As expected, MB size was unchanged while size
stability, storability, and ultrasonic stability (Tables 2 and 3)
increased.
4. Concluding remarks
Table 1 protocols were used to reproducibly make preparations
enriched with MBs of a selected diameter that were then size-separated into fractions with a narrow MB size distribution about the
selected mean diameter. MB size distribution could be made more
narrow using additional size fractionation steps, but yield was reduced. The quality control (QC) assays developed to characterize
MB size stability and acoustic performance were used successfully
to conﬁrm that MB preparations achieved the benchmarks characteristic for each MB protocol, within acceptable tolerance ranges.
Unacceptable MB preparations can thus be identiﬁed and excluded
to ensure batch to batch consistency of MB performance. The
acoustic performance assays were designed strictly as quality control indicators for MB production reproducibility and are not intended for assessing MB performance for speciﬁc applications
such as ultrasonic image contrast agents, sonothrombolysis, sonoporation, etc.
Producing MBs using Table 1 protocols requires ensuring that
the ultrasonic power output of any 20 kHz sonicator used for MB
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production matches that of the Fisher 500 sonicator used to develop the Table 1 protocols. Running the sonicator power output test
prior to beginning MB production will accomplish this by identifying the proper instrument settings for electrical power input to the
sonic horn required to produce the required ultrasonic power output (measured colorimetrically) for each sonication step in MB
production. This proved true for four different Fisher 500 20 kHz
sonicators. This test should also work for other makes of 20 kHz
sonicators using a 1.9 cm diameter acoustic horn because the measured temperature rise is indicative of ultrasonic power output
from the sonic horn, which will be independent of the sonicator
used. What is instrument dependent, and must be varied accordingly, is the electrical power that must be delivered to the sonic
horn to produce the required ultrasonic power output.
The methods for testing MB physical and acoustic properties
presented herein are rudimentary and are intended only as a
means of ensuring batch to batch consistency for MB production.
Additional and more sophisticated physical and acoustical measurements will most certainly be needed to explicate MB performance in MB–ultrasound experiments, model their behavior in
response to ultrasound, and to utilize them effectively in experiments and other applications. Potential measurements include
measuring the MBs’ Young modulus using atomic force microscopy
[84], determining their acoustic collapse thresholds [46], and measuring MB shell thickness [9,85].
The generalized schemes for modifying MB size and/or acoustic
performance were compiled empirically while developing the Table 1 protocols. These schemes have been used consistently and
effectively to develop new MB protocols using Table 1 protocols
as templates, and to make the minor protocol changes required
to compensate for lot to lot variations in materials (SA or decaﬂuorobutane) and other factors to continue producing MBs with consistent physical and performance characteristics. Those attempting
to produce MBs will need to employ these schemes immediately
since they will be using different SA lots than those used to produce the Table 1 protocols. The recommendation is to begin using
Table 1 protocols to produce MBs, test them to determine how
their physical and acoustical characteristics differ from what is expected (Tables 2 and 3), and then make the appropriate changes in
protocol parameters to achieve expected results.
Once the Table 1 parameters have been adjusted successfully,
the protocol adjustment schemes can be used to develop new
MB protocols and to optimize MB performance for speciﬁc applications. Ostensibly, the preparation parameters (SA and dextrose
concentrations, sonication intensities and duration, etc.) can be adjusted into innumerable combinations that go well beyond Table 1
protocols to produce a myriad of different MBs that encompass a
wide range of physical and acoustic properties.
MBs larger than 2 lm in diameter could be produced using a
single sonication step, but these were not very size stable and
could not be stored for more than a few days without considerable
changes in their physical and acoustic properties. Using two sonication steps clearly produced MBs that were more stable with respect to their performance characteristics and storage. The
reasons for this are unknown. Signiﬁcant heat was generated during the ﬁrst sonication step and this might have denatured the SA
such that MBs formed during the second sonication were stabilized. Differential scanning calorimetry [86] or some other protein
denaturation assay will be required to make this determination.
Another possibility is that SA denaturation and/or transient chemical species that formed during the ﬁrst sonication, e.g. free radicals, produced SA–SA, or SA–dextrose interactions that
contributed to producing more stable MB shells during the second
sonication.
Interestingly, different MB preparations with the same mean
diameter exhibited signiﬁcantly different size stabilities and

acoustic performances. This demonstrated that other factors besides size, e.g. MBs shell strength and elasticity, affect MB stability
and performance. Further investigation is required to identify, with
certainty, which physical properties of the MBs determine their
stability and acoustic performance and to quantify these. Such
information is necessary to identify MB characteristics that are
best suited for different applications, e.g. imaging, sonothrombolysis, sonophoresis, sonoporation, etc. and then develop new MBs
with these characteristics. Additionally, MB preparations with different average sizes and/or acoustic properties can be mixed in deﬁned ratios to yield ‘‘customized’’, multivariate preparations that
might perform certain tasks better than those with more uniform
size distributions and acoustic performance.
The observation that size-separated MBs shrink uniformly
when maintained at an air–liquid interface suggests another
means for adjusting MB size and acoustic performance. It is presumed that shrunken MBs will have thicker shells because the
shell diameter will have changed while the shell mass remains
constant. Because MBs shrink to assume a new steady state diameter, some gas must pass out from the MBs. Presumably, the lighter
gasses, viz. those in air, will leak out before any decaﬂuorobutane.
Hence, shrunken MBs should be richer in the denser decaﬂuorobutane. Both the thicker shell and greater decaﬂuorobutane content
should make the shrunken MBs respond differently to ultrasound,
and they would likely be more resistant to ultrasonic lysis than
other MBs with the same diameter. This possibility is being tested.
One possibility for increasing MB diameter after they are produced
is to sonicate them in a controlled manner to increase their diameter via rectiﬁed diffusion [87,88]. While possible conceptually, the
practicality of increasing MB diameter uniformly throughout the
population and reproducibly needs to be tested.
MB concentration is an important parameter for any experiment or application. Consistently accurate MB counts were obtained with the hemocytometer. However, difﬁculty was
experienced counting and obtaining size distributions for MBs
smaller than 2 lm with Coulter Counter models Z1 or Z2, using
either a 100 or 50 lm diameter counting oriﬁce. The 50 lm counting oriﬁce is the smallest made for these counter models, and the
manufacturer states that the smallest sized particles that can be
counted are 1–2 lm. Consequently, MBs with diameters of 2 lm
and smaller are near the lower detection limit of these instruments, which is consistent with the difﬁculties in obtaining counts
and size distributions with these smaller MBs. The spectrophotometric method for determining MB concentration using OD530
was much faster than the hemocytometer and just as accurate as
the hemocytometer or cell counter. This method for determining
MB concentration should be serviceable and effective since most
laboratories have a spectrophotometer, or access to one.
Measuring MB size distribution using image analysis software
was applicable to all MBs, even those signiﬁcantly smaller than
1 lm in diameter (Fig. 4A). Since most laboratories have a digital
photographic microscope or ready access to one, this methodology
for determining MB size distributions is recommended.
Surprisingly, MB QC analyses could be performed consistently
using either the inexpensive Mettler therapeutic ultrasound unit
or the more expensive system comprised a random signal generator and a 50 dB RF ampliﬁer. Although the values of the measured
benchmarks obtained with the two ultrasound systems were
slightly different, both systems were consistent internally. Thus,
either system will serve for measuring MB ultrasonic performance
for QC purposes. The Mettler system may not be suitable for all
MB–ultrasound experiments, but this will have to be determined
empirically for each experiment and experimental set up.
The protocols and procedures presented in this report will
provide sufﬁcient information to begin producing and QC testing
SA–dextrose MBs. Obtaining expertise in producing MBs and
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modifying MB protocols requires practice, persistence, and observational acuity. Experience has shown that novitiates to MB production and development start out slowly because they make
more frequent observations and measurements in order to become
more familiar with the sounds (pitch and intensity of the cavitation
sounds during sonication), feel (vibration of the tubes and temperature increases), and sights (foam formation and turbulence) associated with the process. Experience quickly leads to faster MB
production, more precise and accurate size separation and QC
assessment, and improved success with adjusting protocol production parameters to modify MB size and acoustic properties.
It is hoped that this manuscript instills interest in MB research
and facilitates execution of new and ongoing studies. More detailed protocols for producing MBs and details for building the
exposure chambers will be supplied upon request after contacting
the authors.
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